When I was young, we seemed to have plenty of free time available for activities that the more serious generation of today would regard as puerile, if not infantile.
Thus I spent endless hours writing scripts for imaginary series such as the 'Lives of Great Composers' or 'Great Moments in Science'. I remember a scene written for one of the former which depicted Berlioz in a morgue, fondling the hand of a departed lady (as he once really did, by the way), and singing to himself, "Your tiny hand is frozen. Ah! I must tell this to my friend Puccini."
One of my Great Moments in Science was to enact the 'rediscovery' of Mendel's laws in 1900 by Correns, Tschermak and de Vries. The setting is a pub, in which the three inebriated principals are simultaneously trying to explain to each other, in heavy German accents, the 3:1 segregation of tall and dwarf plants. In true Stanislavsky style, the performers have themselves indulged heavily before the play and give performances that somehow also include the cell theory and the structure of chromosomes.
I also spent months writing a whole book and giving lectures on 'The Chemistry of the Neuranes and Their Derivatives'. These included the neurotic acids, which could not decide whether they were liquids, gases or solids, and schizophrenic anhydride -a remarkable compound with a negative time of reaction. And so on.
With this valuable training, it was quite easy for me to meet the challenge posed by a friend, Sidney Bernhard, in the late 1950s, that we should write a paper that was clearly nonsense but which could conceivably fool an editor who was not really knowledgeable into accepting it. At that time there had appeared one of the first journals to make rapid communication its speciality and the editor we had singled out as our target was Jacques Monod. Because Sidney, who was a very talented pianist, and I, with a number of different voices, became more interested in performing 'Excerpts from the Great Operas', the paper was never submitted, but the text survives. Here it is. Alas, the figures and tables that accompanied the manuscript have been lost, but, as they say, their reconstruction is left to the imagination of the reader.
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We wish to report the identification of an unprecedented enzymatic reaction, found in extracts from a bacterium enriched from soil collected near to the nuclear reactor at the Atomic Energy -
--------------, in ---------------(name and address removed by the censor).
We noticed that cultures of this bacterium become radioactive if they are grown near a neutron source. The particles emitted are ß -particles with an energy of about 1.5 Mev and arise from a radionucleide with a half-life of about two weeks. A remarkable property of the cultures is their ability to grow after a long lag period in medium that totally lacks a source of sulphur. Even more astonishing is the fact that when methionine is isolated from bacteria grown under these conditions, the sulphur is found to be exclusively S 32 and none of the other naturally occurring stable isotopic variants are present.
It became clear that we were dealing with two reactions. In the first, P 31 O 4 ---is combined with a neutron to give P 32 O 4 ---. This is followed by the second reaction in which P 32 O 4 ---decays to S 32 O 4 --with the emission of a ß -particle.
Here we show that the first step is catalysed by an enzyme, which we characterise as neutron transferase. The second step is spontaneous in the present instance, but it is possible that enzymes exist for this step as well. Neutron transferase is found in small lipid vesicles which have a very high density (>3). This is largely contributed by special lipid molecules that contain a large amount of lead. One of these components has been purified; it is hexadecanyl triethyl lead, C 16 H 33 Pb (C 2 H 5 ) 3 . These vesicles, or plumbosomes as we call them, contain all of the neutron transferase of the cell. We have also identified two transport enzymes in the plumbosome. One directs the inward flow of phosphate ions, the other specifically extrudes SO 4 --. Thus the radioactive phosphorus does not mix with the phosphorus pool of the cell and, in particular, is not incorporated into DNA. We do not understand the need for the lead-lined cellular compartment. Most of the ß -decays will go through the cell and will not result in any DNA scission. Our conjecture is that originally tritium was produced in such plumbosomes by an analogous enzyme, in which case the lead lining was necessary to prevent the shorter range particles resulting from tritium decay from severing the DNA.
We have partially purified neutron transferase and found that it contains boron.
Neutron transferase, a new enzyme found in the bacterium Prevaricator transmutans
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